
If enterprises expect to transform and grow, they need 
strategy-first cybersecurity
The future of business is being driven by cloud computing, virtual workforces, and dynamic collaboration  technologies—all 
with mobility expectations. Software vendors and service providers continue to flood the market with game-changing 
products, creating new security and compliance problems. In this rapidly 
evolving environment, data protection and advanced cybersecurity are 
more important—and more difficult—than ever.

As the enterprise’s traditional perimeter continues to break down, reacting
to security events with one-off point solutions is no longer an option. A 
proactive, strategy-first approach is essential to move security programs 
beyond risk mitigation into secure, future-proofed business alignment.
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Transformational cyber resilience
for the evolving digital age
STRATEGY  •  IMPLEMENTATION  •  MANAGED SERVICES

Practice Areas: Comprehensive services tailored for industry use cases

Security and 
Advisory
Helping the C-suite 
assess and enhance 
the enterprise 
cybersecurity risk 
posture.

Digital Identity
Next-gen identity 
and access solutions 
that secure digital 
transformations and 
enable digital trust.

Cloud Security
Fortify defenses 
against advanced 
cyber threats in the 
cloud and in data 
centers.

App & Data Security
Understand, protect, 
and respond to 
constantly evolving 
app and API threats.

Holmes
AI Platform

Identity
Management
Center (IMC)

Cloud App 
Regulatory 
Platform (CARG)

Regulatory and Cybersecurity Automation Platforms

Implementation Managed ServicesAdvisory Strategy

Employees globally
231,671

CyberSecurists
9,000+

global clients
1,315Managed 

Security Services
Customizable, ongoing management of security 
operations provided in an as-is service model

CyberTransform™ CyberShield™

Strategy-first digital 
transformation and 

emerging tech at 
scale

On-demand cyber 
resilience management 

in an as-a-service 
model

DEFEND BUSINESS OPERATIONSENABLE BUSINESS GROWTH

Focusing on the customer’s business goals, we build identity-centric security strategies designed to minimize risk and 
maximize outcomes. 

CYBERSECURITY OVERVIEW
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Edgile + Wipro: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile, a Wipro company, is the trusted leader in cybersecurity transformation and risk services partnering with the world’s 
leading organizations, including 55 of the Fortune 100. Our integrated suite of cybersecurity services and technology— 
CyberTransformSM—enables business growth through a strategy-first, business-aligned approach that solves security, risk, cloud, 
identity and compliance challenges on a global scale. CyberShieldSM—our managed services offering—defends business 
operations through on-demand cyber resilience management. To learn more, visit edgile.com and wipro.com/cybersecurity
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Strategy-first, business-aligned approach

17 Cyber Defense Centers
Our expert CyberSecurists deliver managed and hosted services out of 17 Cyber Defense Centers strategically located 
around the globe ensuring we are always close to our 600+ customers.

Our strategy-first approach defines where the organization stands, where it needs to go, and the multi-year path to get 
there, with a focus on improving operational outcomes. It requires teams to look beyond technology and incorporate 
enterprise-wide business perspectives.


